We carried out the synthesis and analysis of quasi-likelihood detection and estimation algorithms of band low-frequency Gaussian pulse with unknown time delay, mathematical expectation and dispersion and inaccurately known duration, observed against white noise and band Gaussian disturbance with unknown intensity. While synthesizing receiving devices, we realized the adaptation to the intensities of active hindrances. Then we considered the influence of anomalous errors on the accuracy of time delay estimate. We also set the functionality of offered detector and measurer and the applicability boundaries of asymptotically exact formulas that characterize them through statistical modeling methods.
Introduction
Search for the effective random processes analysis algorithms for the information-measuring systems is an actual in statistical radio engineering. 
can be often used as adequate model of the real random process [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In Eq. 
Let us put that the signal (1) is distorted both self-noise of radio-electronic system approximated by white noise    is SD value (intensity) of the process   t  . An unintentional (interburst) interference, which has passed through input filter (preselector) of receiving device or barrage jamming, can afford examples of such disturbances [3] [4] [5] .
In works [3, 4] reception efficiency of a signal (1) with unknown appearance time, ME, dispersion and inexactly unknown duration was investigated, if SD One of possible effective ways on overcoming of the specified difficulties is the use of adaptive analysis algorithms, which are invariant to SD values of active disturbances [5] . Below we demonstrate the technique to find the algorithms of detection and appearance time, ME and dispersion estimates of the signal (1) with inexactly known duration, in case of the adaptation to the external disturbance of the unknown intensity. We also present the results of theoretical and experimental (by statistical computer modeling methods) investigations of working capacity of offered detector and measurer.
Output Signal of the Maximum Likelihood Receiver
We use a method of maximum likelihood for detection of the signal (1) and estimation of its parameters 
Here
and 
As it is known [6] , MLR make a decision on presence of a useful signal comparing absolute (greatest) maximum magnitude of the logarithm of FLR (4) with a threshold c, which is calculated according to the chosen detection optimality criterion. Hence, the value
should be compared with a threshold c.
If random pulse (1) duration is inexactly known, then MLR output signal can be written down as follows [5] 
after carrying out maximization procedure of the functional (4) on variables a, D, γ. Here    , and *  is expected (predictable) signal (1) duration, which is not equal to 0  in general.
Following [6] , in the presence of the useful signal (1) we express the functionals 
, and functional 3 L as sum of deterministic 3 S and random 3 N values: 
If a useful signal (1) is absent, then for functionals (5) we have
Random Pulse Parameters Estimation
In the beginning let us suppose that the signal (1) is present with probability 1 in the observable realization. Then, following [5] 
(10) It should be noted that adaptation on parameter 0  allows to receive time and power parameters estimates of a signal (1), which are invariant to the SD 0 N of white noise also. We name Eqs. (9), (10) as quasi-likelihood estimates (QLEs).
), then QLEs (9), (10) go over to corresponding maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) [5] .
Let us find the characteristics of QLEs 
which is small parameter if condition (2) holds. Then, taking into account Eq. (7) the functional (6) can be presented in a kind of
functions, and
We develop Eq. (12) as Maclaurin series in  and focus on the first term of expansion depending on realization of the observable data   t x . As a result, for 0   we have
where
is normalized regular function, and
is normalized noise function. Let us define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the sensed signal. To that end, we note that regular function   l S (14) has the flat top by length 
for any finite values .
While analyzing measurer (9), (10), we divide all possible estimates of the appearance time into two classes: reliable and anomalous [6] . The normalized estimate 
, then the estimate and corresponding estimation error are named as anomalous [6] .
, a reliable estimate q l (9) possesses values with probability 1 from an interval 
where S A is nonessential constant,  is defined from Eq. (16), and
, and
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Let us suppose that the value δ is such that expressions (17) can be approximated by dominant terms of asymptotic decompositions with required accuracy. Then, on the basis of results [7] , it is possible to write down the approximate expressions for conditional (under fixed 
and their accuracy increases with μ and ẑ . Assuming in Eq. (19) 0    , we receive variance of the normalized reliable MLE of appearance time of a signal (1) with a priori known duration [5] .
It follows from [3] and Eq. (19), that characteristics of the normalized QLE (9) are conditional bias and variance of the anomalous estimate. According to [6, 7] , if condition (21) is satisfied, then
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and for probability 0 P we can write down can be used [6, 7] . For 0 *    the probability of a reliable estimate was found in [5] . In this connection we consider a case (21) it is necessary to accept
and for characteristics (7) (2) holds, and in addition
we can present as follows:
is stationary Rayleigh random process, for which
Using in Eq. (27) 
and output SNR (16) for the algorithm (9) is written down in a kind of 
. As follows from [3] and Eq. (30), SNR z for the algorithm (9) adapted for unknown SD value of an external disturbance coincides with output SNR for the algorithm synthesized under a priori known SDs of an external disturbance and white noise. 
Accuracy of formulas (36) increases with μ and ẑ . If 0    , then in Eq. (36) we go to expressions for characteristics of adaptive MLEs of ME and dispersion of a random pulse (1) with a priori known duration [5] .
According to [3] , Eq. (36) characteristics of the estimate q a coincide and characteristics of the estimate q D coincide asymptotically (with increasing K) with corresponding characteristics of the signal (1) ME and dispersion QLEs synthesized under a priori known SDs of a disturbance and white noise. Thus, loss in accuracy of adaptive estimates of power parameters of a random pulse (1) is absent asymptotically because of ignorance of intensities of an external disturbance and white noise. From the received results follows also that adaptive measurer (9), (10) can be efficiently applied at reception of a signal (1) against white noise with unknown SD (in the absence of external disturbance) if K can be made great enough.
Detection of the Random Pulse Signal
Let us define the type I (false alarm) α and II (signal missing) β error pro-babilities [6] . Under 0 *    the expressions found in [9] can be used for calculation of probabilities α and β. Therefore, we consider a case
below. Firstly, we believe that the useful signal is absent. Then the false-alarm probability can be presented in a form of
From Eqs. (6), (8) (37), we find the approximate expression for false-alarm probability:
Accuracy of the formula (38) increases with m and c. Now let us believe that the useful signal (1) is present at the detector input. Then the missing probability is determined as
We divide the whole interval of possible values of the parameter It follows from Eqs. (38), (40) that characteristics coincide of the detection algorithms adapted for unknown intensity of an external disturbance and synthesized for a priori known SDs of a disturbance and white noise. Besides, offered detector remains effective if the external disturbance is absent, and SD of white noise is a priori unknown. 
Results of Statistical Modeling
For the determination of applicability borders of found asymptotically exact formulas for detection and estimation characteristics the statistical computer modeling of quasi-likelihood receivers action was carried out. During modeling, following a technique stated in [7] , functional
value and samples of functionals
were formed over an interval   and mathematical expectation estimates of a random pulse coincide asymptotically with corresponding characteristics of detection and estimates for a case of a priori known spectral densities of a disturbance and noise. Then, if observation interval length is much greater compared to a useful signal duration or the external disturbance bandwidth surpasses essentially pulse random substructure bandwidth, then there are no sacrifices of accuracy under adaptive dispersion estimation due to ignorance of hindrance and white noise intensities.
The received results make it possible to perform a valid choice between offered and other detection and estimation algorithms of low-frequency random pulse signals with unknown time and power parameters and in the presence of pulse duration detuning observed against disturbances with unknown intensities depending on the available prior information and the required accuracy and simplicity of hardware detector or measurer implementation.
